
SPACE AND LIGHT TO 
PROMOTE WELLBEING

WALL DESIGN   
 
with volatiles lighting modules



     

INTUITIVE OPERATION 

The interactive lighting system is simple to operate. The 
volatiles light modules are controlled via an app (iOS or 
Android), which uses wifi to connect to the wall. You can 
adapt the lighting to suit your personal mood and work 
situation – adjust the brightness, colour temperature or 
speed or the different lightscapes. The energy-saving  
LED modules last a long time even when used on a daily 
basis thanks to innovative technology. 
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ROOM ARCHITECTURE 
MEETS LIGHT DESIGN 

GLASS MOSAICS LIKE YOU’VE 
NEVER SEEN BEFORE

The foyer is the company’s business card. We are working with our network partners to 
design representative spaces that use design-conscious furniture and lighting to convey 
a specific work culture.  
The result is an atmosphere in which both visitors and employees feel comfortable.  
In our transparent THINK.TANK we combine room architecture with volatiles lighting 
modules. Illuminated glass mosaic tiles with innovative LED technology provide a 
fascinating light experience. Touch the mosaic wall gently (touch-sensetive) to create a 
succession of unique light displays or a geometric pattern that reflects the mood and 
work scenario. You can also integrate your company log Invigorating red, relaxing green, 
shades of blue for concentration, sophisticated grey tones or warm beige – a choice of 
seven colours to bring out your creative spirit.

Sample arrangement of modules.

You can integrate the volatiles 
lighting modules into your 
space concept whichever style 
collection you have: VISION, 
PURE, TIMELESS or FLOW

Seven colours provide a variety of 
potential designs and influence 
the effect of space. 
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